
Because all items in usona’s collection are made to order in our European factories, general lead-times are about 18 to 22 week range.
Orders are not subject to cancellation or refund at any time after production begins. Usonal simply requires a 50% deposit to place an order,
and full balance prior to shipping. We can arrange for freight to mist locations on the globe and a usona representative will gladly provide you
with a freight quote upon request prior to order placement. Color, grain variations and veining are natural characteristics of wood, stone iron,
fabric and leather. These variations reveal the individuality of each piece. For this reason the natural qualities may vary from pieces you have
seen in showroom and website. Special order conditions apply.

LETTERS COLLECTION

World alphabets, and characters; punctuation marks, handwriting and printing combinations; lettering is a fascinating motif, able to transform
itself into a quintessential decorative pattern. The combination of these different elements has led to the creation of a series of wallpapers
which embrace the world of calligraphy, with oversize punctuation marks and combinations, with washed effects and numerical characters.
The Letters collection is composed of scratching and ink marks, printed and stamped motifs , combining vintage characters to small details of
natural elements with romantic combinations of free hand designs and calligraphy, or becoming elements for creating industrial atmospheres.
Or again, it uses barcodes, Dadaist-influenced lettering of a metropolitan inspiration, for a contemporary wallpaper solution which is inspired
by one of the best-loved themes in the world of design.

CLICK TO VIEW AND DOWNLOAD LETTERS COLLECTION

Fabric:

Dimension: Custom sizing available. Please contact usona with desired design and wall size in order to receive quote. Pricing per square
foot available. 

Composition Backing: 71% pulp, 21% synthetic fibers, 8% additive. 
Composition front: 100% PVC 
PVC Roll heights: 530mm, 700mm, 1060mm 
Total thickness of wallpaper: .32mm 
Total weight: 350 gr/square meter

Material:

Finish:


